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（Neural Network Based on Monte Carlo Adaptation Rule，简称 MCANN），对
人民币兑美元汇率进行了预测。数值模拟结果表明，与已有的汇率预测方法，诸























An exchange rate is the rate at which one currency will be exchanged
for another. It is also regarded as the value of one country’s currency
in terms of another currency. An exchange rate is essentially two
currencies’ supply-demand relationship in foreign exchange market.It is
determined by the supply and demand of two currencies in short time.For
long term,the exchange rate is decided by relative price levels between
two countries、tariff、preference for a country’s goods relative to another
state and productivity. The exchange rate of RMB/U.S.Dollar reflects the
economical connection between China and America,at the same time,it is
influenced by this connection. Therefor,it would have important effect
on our country’s import-export trade、price levels and security of
financial assets. As the economical connection between China and America
is becoming closer and our country holds more exchange in dollar,it is
important to exactly predict the exchange rate between
RMB/U.S.Dollar,which can help our country to make correct economical
policy and keep economy in good state,as well as guarantee the safety of
financial assets.
Our main work in this thesis is that we predict the exchange rate of
RMB/U.S.Dollar by using a new neural network based on Monte Carlo
Adaptation rule(MCANN).The simulation result indicates that our method
can gain better results comparing with others ways,such as the ARIMA
model、the GARCH model and so on.
This thesis contends five parts. The first part focuses on introducing
the relative knowledge about exchange rate、those important theories for
exchange rate、the influences on exchange rate and introduction of
financial physics. The second part is about the theory foundation of
designing neural network、the principle of Monte Carlo Adaptation













networks and the introduction of artificial neuron model as well as
artificial neural networks. The third part is main content of this
thesis,which represents the application of neural network based on Monte
Carlo Adaptation rule in exchange rate（RMB/U.S.Dollar）prediction. The
forth part is the application of MCANN in financial data prediction. The
fifth part is our conclusion and prospect.
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少来确定。例如，英国规定 1英镑的重量为 123.27447 格令，成色为 22k 金，即



























































































































方法进行调整。此后的 1981 年至 1984 年，我国在官方制定的汇率之外，又设定
了一种适用于进出口贸易结算的固定汇率，因而实行的是双重汇率制度。1985
年至 1991 年 4 月复归至单一汇率制度。1991 年 4 月到 1993 年底，我国对汇率
进行微调。从 1994 年起，人民币与美元非正式的挂钩，人民币汇率在非常窄的
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